Assessing inhalation injury in the emergency room
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Abstract: Respiratory tract injuries caused by inhalation of smoke or chemical products are related to significant morbidity and mortality. While many strategies have been built up to manage cutaneous burn injuries, few logical diagnostic strategies for patients with inhalation injuries exist and almost all treatment is supportive. The goals of initial management are to ensure that the airway allows adequate oxygenation and ventilation and to avoid ventilator-induced lung injury and substances that may complicate subsequent care. Intubation should be considered if any of the following signs exist: respiratory distress, stridor, hypoventilation, use of accessory respiratory muscles, blistering or edema of the oropharynx, or deep burns to the face or neck. Any patients suspected to have inhalation injuries should receive a high concentration of supplemental oxygen to quickly reverse hypoxia and to displace carbon monoxide from protein binding sites. Management of carbon monoxide and cyanide exposure in smoke inhalation patients remains controversial. Absolute indications for hyperbaric oxygen therapy do not exist because there is a low correlation between carboxyhemoglobin levels and the severity of the clinical state. A cyanide antidote should be administered when cyanide poisoning is clinically suspected. Although an ideal approach for respiratory support of patients with inhalation injuries do not exist, it is important that they are supported using techniques that do not further exacerbate respiratory failure. A well-organized strategy for patients with inhalation injury is critical to reduce morbidity and mortality.
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Introduction
Respiratory tract injuries resulting from inhalation of smoke or chemical products are the leading causes of death in thermally injured patients. Inhalation injuries can lead to long-term pulmonary dysfunction. Smoke inhalation increases the incidence of respiratory complications such as pneumonia or acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Shirani et al reported that the severity of an inhalation injury is directly proportionate to the area of the burn. Mortality of patients with an inhalation injury alone was expected to increase by a maximum of 20%, and by 60% with both inhalation injury and pneumonia. A meta-analysis on prognostic factors in patients with both cutaneous and inhalation injuries indicated that mortality increased significantly with inhalation injuries. While many strategies have been developed to manage cutaneous burn injuries, few logical diagnostic strategies for patients with inhalation injuries exist and almost all treatment is supportive.

Woodson indicated that the treatments for inhalation injuries have been improved less than the treatments for cutaneous burns. Some factors explain the delayed progress...
in the management of inhalation injuries. Burnt cutaneous tissue may be removed and replaced with skin grafts, but treatment of injured pulmonary tissue involves measures to prevent secondary injuries such as ventilator-induced lung injury to allow host mechanisms to repair injured tissue.

A potential limitation of inhalation injuries treatment is that uniform diagnostic criteria and severity scales have not been established. Current management methods include intubation in the emergency department, fiberoptic bronchoscopy, arterial blood gases, and mechanical ventilator support. This review presents the pathophysiology, diagnostic and management strategies in the emergency room.

**Pathophysiology**

Inhalation injuries are classified into three types: 1) upper airway injuries caused primarily by thermal injury to the mouth, oropharynx, and larynx; 2) lower airway and parenchymal injuries caused by chemical and particulate constituents of smoke; 3) metabolic asphyxiation, which is the process by which certain smoke constituents, such as carbon monoxide (CO) and cyanide, impair oxygen (O\(_2\)) delivery to the tissue. It should be noted that these often overlap and that even patients without inhalation injury may develop massive facial edema requiring intubation during the resuscitation process.

**Upper airway**

Super-heated air usually injures only the airway structure above the vocal cords because of low heat capacity of air, efficient heat dissipation in the upper respiratory tract, and reflex closure of the upper airway. Injuries to the upper airway may induce massive edema of the tongue and epiglottis and obstruct the supraglottis. Airway edema occurs during the late phases of resuscitation. The initial evaluation is a poor indicator of the severity of airway swelling.

The need for airway control must always be assessed and intubation should be considered if any of the following significant injuries to the upper airway is suspected: respiratory distress, stridor, hyperventilation, use of accessory respiratory muscles, blistering or edema of the oropharynx, or deep burns to the face or neck.

**Lower airway**

The lower airway is damaged by smoke-related toxins, which are generated from the incomplete combustion of certain products. Burning cotton, rubber, and plastic produce many injurious substances such as the aldehydes, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, ammonia, and chlorine, which turn into strong acids or alkalis when combined with water in the lower airway. These toxins damage epithelial and capillary cells of the tracheobronchial regions. This may result in increased alveolocapillary permeability, impaired mucociliary transport, ventilation perfusion mismatching and an increased susceptibility to respiratory infection.

Mucoctillary transportation is destroyed and the clearance of bacteria is reduced due to loss of the mucociliary elevator. The casts are formed with a combination of sloughed tissue, proteinaceous material leaking from the injured submucosa, and fibrin. These changes cause obstruction of the airway. These lesions progressively form primarily from fibrin and may be lethal by completely obstructing the respiratory tract.

The second important factor is decreased lung compliance. This fall in compliance is associated with an increase in extravascular water. A retrospective study of 40 patients with smoke inhalation and/or cutaneous burn indicated that extravascular lung water increased significantly for more than 48 hours after injury in patients with smoke injury only. These reductions in compliance can greatly increase the work of breathing.

The last factor is ventilation perfusion mismatching resulting from the immediate inactivation of surfactant, subsequent microatelectasis, and a consequence of small to medium caliber bronchial obstruction due to fibrin cast formation. A physiological shunt causes profound hypoxemia and acute microvascular injury in severe cases. These changes can produce the clinical features of acute respiratory distress syndrome.

**CO and cyanide**

CO is a colorless, tasteless, inodorous, non-irritative gas produced by incomplete hydrogen combustion. CO poisoning is a major cause of morbidity in burn patients. It binds to hemoglobin with approximately 240 times greater affinity than O\(_2\). CO dissociates from hemoglobin less efficiently at the tissue level as a result of competing with O\(_2\) for hemoglobin binding, thus shifting the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve to the left. O\(_2\) delivery to tissue is impaired because of reduced O\(_2\) carrying capacity and less efficiency dissociation at the tissue level. O\(_2\) utilization is also compromised because of impaired oxidative phosphorylation at the mitochondrial level.

CO can induce myocardial injury because of direct injury to myoglobin. Furthermore, CO can precipitate lipid peroxidation by toxic O\(_2\) species that results in delayed neurologic sequelae.

Hydrogen cyanide is produced during combustion of household materials containing both carbon and nitrogen.
These include synthetic polymers, acrylonitrile, nylon, melamine, wool, and cotton. It inhibits oxidative phosphorylation, thereby stopping aerobic respiration and leads to anaerobic respiration and subsequent metabolic acidosis and cell death. These change are particularly deleterious to the cardiovascular and central nervous systems.\(^\text{21}\)

Cyanide metabolism and neutralization involve a number of mechanisms. The most important is the conversion of cyanide to thiocyanate in the liver by rhodanese. Thiocyanate is excreted in the urine. A minor pathway for cyanide detoxification involves hydroxocobalamin, the precursor to vitamin B12. Circulating hydroxocobalamin combines with cyanide to form cyanocobalamin, which is safely excreted in the urine.

Cyanide poisoning is almost impossible to confirm without clinical suspicion. A low threshold should be maintained to empirically treat cyanide toxicity. The severity of cyanide poisoning depends on the amount of exposure, duration, and route. It mainly causes central nervous system and cardiovascular system dysfunction. Treatment for cyanide poisoning should be initiated in any patients with inhalation injury, unexplainable lactic acidosis, low arteriovenous O\(_2\) content difference, or high mixed venous O\(_2\). Cyanide poisoning should also be suspected if impaired consciousness cannot be explained only by CO poisoning. The frequency of cyanide-related inhalation injury has led to the use of a cyanide antidote kit.

**Diagnosis**

There is no consensus on the diagnostic criteria for inhalation injury. One of the reasons for the lack of consensus is that impaired pulmonary function due to inhalation injury often results from an inflammatory response to initial injury, and manifestations may be delayed for a day or two. It is also possible for thermally injured patients to experience acute lung injuries from systemic effects of the inflammation caused by severe cutaneous burns.\(^\text{22}\) Even if there is no evidence of respiratory distress, it is important to recognize features from past cases and physical examinations that reveal risk factors for inhalation injury. An early diagnosis is important in order to recognize a potentially compromised airway and to manage fluid resuscitation.

Inhalation injury is suspected clinically by direct observations and is often confirmed by additional diagnostic procedures such as bronchoscopy (Figure 1). These observations include a history of injury in a closed space fire, facial burns, and singeing nasal vibrissae.\(^\text{4}\) Physical findings including soot in the upper airways, hoarseness, and carbonaceous sputum may help support the diagnosis. Past cases include exposure to flames, blast injury, steam, or inhaled irritants. Furthermore, the effect of these items can be exacerbated by the duration of exposure. Physical examinations may identify visible injuries to the airway or evidence of pulmonary dysfunction. Diagnostic criteria for inhalation injuries are complicated by various manifestations between inhaled irritants and heated gas exposures, and distinguishing between them.\(^\text{23}\) The degree of smoke exposure may not be directly related to the severity of respiratory failure. Symptoms indicating bronchorrhea or bronchospasm, such as wheezing, cough, dyspnea, and prolonged expiratory time suggest direct toxin damage to the bronchial mucosa. When patients are considered at risk for upper airway thermal injury and occlusion, a priority is to evaluate the upper airway for impending occlusion that may be prevented by early tracheal intubation. Hypoxia, rales and rhonchi occur only in those
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**Figure 1** An algorithm to manage the patients at risk for inhalation injury in the emergency room.
with the most severe injuries. An admission chest X-ray is also a poor predictor, but is important for the baseline of evaluations.

The other tool presently available for diagnosis of inhalation injury is flexible fiberoptic bronchoscopy (Figure 1). Fiberoptic bronchoscopy allows direct visualization of tissue damage to the upper airway and identification of patients with compromised upper airways who need intubation. Bronchoscopic evidence of inhalation injuries includes soot deposits, erythema, edema, mucosal blisters and erosions, hemorrhages, and bronchorrhea. A scoring system for inhalation injury based on bronchoscopic evaluation has been used and has been attempted to identify the relationship between these data and the prognoses. Endorf and Gamelli examined the effects of the degree of inhalation injury and partial pressure arterial oxygen/fraction of inspired oxygen (PaO2/FiO2 [P/F]) ratio on fluid requirements during acute resuscitation. Patients with more severe injuries identified during the initial bronchoscopy had a significantly worse chance of survival than those with mild injuries. These researchers or physicians also reported that high-grade injuries were not associated with increased fluid requirements. On the other hand, they concluded that the P/F ratio may be a more accurate predictor of increased fluid requirements during acute resuscitation.

Chou et al examined the bronchoscopic classification of inhalation injury as a predictor of acute lung injury. Patients with deeper mucosal injuries on bronchoscopy had a significantly higher rate of acute lung injury. However, bronchoscopy performed soon after injury may not show mucosal injury in some cases. Diagnosis of inhalation injuries by bronchoscopy does not always identify patients who will experience progressive pulmonary dysfunction. Aggressive use of bronchoscopy is effective in airway hygiene, removing particulate matter, and accumulated secretion obstructing bronchi. A retrospective study showed that burn patients with inhalation injury and pneumonia who underwent bronchoscopy had decreased duration of mechanical ventilation, shorter length of stay in intensive care unit, and reduced mortality compared to patients who did not receive bronchoscopy.

Radionuclide imaging such as 99-technetium scanning administered by inhalation can be used to diagnose inhalation injury. Asymmetric or delayed clearance may be indicated by the presence of small airway obstruction caused by airway debris, bronchospasm, or mucosal edema. These tests are highly sensitive and may confirm inhalation injury, but do not get used much as the initial evaluation of smoke inhalation due to logistic difficulty.

Arterial blood gas should be measured for oxyhemoglobin saturation, carboxyhemoglobin concentration, and methemoglobin concentration to evaluate frequent concurrent injuries such as CO poisoning. CO poisoning is diagnosed with a suspicious history, physical examination, and an increased carboxyhemoglobin level. Severe metabolic acidosis with an elevated anion gap is expected in cyanide poisoning. Cyanide poisoning patients also have an elevated blood lactate concentration and narrowing of the venous-arterial gradient.

A chest radiograph should be performed to assess parenchymal injury after inhalation, occult trauma, or aspiration. Although some authors reported that bronchial wall thickening was sometimes found on initial chest radiographs, patients with inhalation injuries often have a normal chest radiograph at initial stages. In contrast, the presence of pulmonary infiltrates at initial evaluation has been indicated as a marker of severe injury and a poor prognosis.

**Initial management**

Immediate and directed assessment of the respiratory or circulatory status of patients with smoke inhalation is required similar to standard assessment and management for all trauma patients. Although few specific strategies for inhalation injury exist, appropriate initial management can influence a favorable outcome. The goals of initial management are to ensure that the airway allows adequate oxygenation and ventilation, and to avoid ventilator-induced lung injury and substances that may complicate subsequent care (Figure 1).

**Intubation**

Intubation should be considered if any of the following signs exist: respiratory distress, stridor, hypoventilation, use of accessory respiratory muscles, blistering or edema of the oropharynx, or deep burns to the face or neck (Figure 1). These findings show that the upper airway is at risk of progressive severe edema, which may compromise the patent airway. Patients with upper airway edema or hyperemia should be intubated promptly. Once intubated, the endotracheal tube should remain until the upper airway edema has disappeared.

In contrast, even if upper airway redness or edema is absent, patients should be kept under close observation for 24 hours especially the first 8 hours after injury. During the observation period, there should be a low threshold for intubation because upper airway obstruction with asphyxiation caused by progressive upper airway edema is a lethal complication of thermal injury.
Any patients who have suspicious inhalation injuries should receive supplemental \( \text{O}_2 \) at an FiO\(_2\) of 100% (Figure 1). Any comatose patients who have suspicious CO or cyanide poisoning should be ventilated mechanically using 100% \( \text{O}_2 \). The purpose of such a high concentration of supplemental \( \text{O}_2 \) is to quickly reverse hypoxia and to displace CO from hemoglobin. The next approach to presumed CO poisoning is to assess whether hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) therapy is indicated. The purpose of both supplemental oxygen and hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) therapy is to displace CO from hemoglobin.\(^{40}\)

**CO poisoning**

CO exposure can cause cardiac injury even in those with normal coronary arteries (Figure 2). Cardiovascular investigation including electrocardiograms and measurement of cardiac enzymes may be required in exposed patients.\(^{41-43}\)

Absolute indications for hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) therapy remain controversial because there is a low correlation between carboxyhemoglobin levels and the severity of the outcomes.\(^{20}\) In addition, there is no gold standard of hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) treatment protocol. One single-center prospective trial showed that patients who underwent three hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) treatments had a lower incidence of late sequelae, such as delayed neuropsychiatric syndrome. Criteria for hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) therapy includes a carboxyhemoglobin level above 25%, loss of consciousness, evidence of ongoing end organ ischemia, or pregnant women with evidence of fetal distress or a carboxyhemoglobin level above 20%.\(^{44}\) A randomized trial showed that hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) treatment reduced the incidence of cognitive sequelae 6 weeks and 12 months after poisoning. Despite the work of these authors, larger multicenter work failed to demonstrate a benefit of hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) treatment.\(^{45,46}\) The carboxyhemoglobin level at which hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) therapy should be performed is controversial, regardless of clinical status. Recently, the Cochran group reviewed six randomized controlled trials of hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) therapy for the reduction of neurologic sequelae. Two studies showed a beneficial effect, while four studies did not. The investigators concluded that the efficacy of hyperbaric \( \text{O}_2 \) therapy for reduction of the incidence of adverse neurologic outcomes is uncertain.\(^{47}\)

**Cyanide poisoning**

Cyanide antidote should be administered when cyanide poisoning is clinically suspected. Cyanide antidote kits utilize oxidation of hemoglobin to methemoglobin and combination with cyanide to form cyanmethemoglobin. As cyanmethemoglobin disassociates, free cyanide is converted to thiocyanate using thiosulfate. And then, thiocyanate is excreted in the urine. Treatment with cyanide antidote kits is contraindicated in cases of concurrent CO toxicity.

Hydroxocobalamin is a precursor of vitamin B12, which forms cyanocobalamin after binding cyanide. Cyanocobalamin is stable and promptly excreted in the urine. Hydroxocobalamin is recommended as the first-line agent in cyanide poisoning.\(^{28}\) The dose of hydroxocobalamin administered intravenously is 70 mg/kg. If hydroxocobalamin is not available, another antidotal strategy involves the induction of methemoglobin. A relatively less toxic cyanmethemoglobin is formed, after cyanide binds methemoglobin. The induction of methemoglobinemia is accomplished by the administration of amyl nitrate and sodium nitrate. Sodium nitrate at 10 mg/kg and 1.65 mL/kg of 25% sodium thiosulfate should be administered intravenously. The use of the antidote kit is contraindicated in both inhalation injury and CO poisoning, whether together or separately, because the conversion of carboxyhemoglobin to methemoglobin may exacerbate hypoxia. It is only indicated in cases of isolated cyanide poisoning. Another strategy utilizes sodium thiosulfate for the conversion of cyanide.\(^{49}\)
Mechanical ventilation

Patients who require intubation because of upper airway edema, pulmonary dysfunction, or impaired mental status generally require mechanical ventilation. Although an ideal approach for respiratory support of patients with inhalation injuries does not exist, there are many ways to administer positive pressure ventilation and many papers have been written advocating one method over another in those patients.

Positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) is applied to improve hypoxemia related to alveolar hypoventilation. Improvement of hypoxemia as a result of intrapulmonary shunt requires interventions that open lung units for gas exchange. Optimal PEEP is the level of end expiratory pressure that may increase arterial oxygenation by preventing loss of lung compliance during mechanical ventilation, increasing functional residual capacity, and reducing venous admixture. PEEP levels should start at 8 cm H2O and be increased in 2.5 cm increments.

It is important that patients with inhalation injuries are supported using techniques that do not further exacerbate respiratory failure. Limitations of pressure and acceptance of permissive hypercapnia are important. To recruit injured lung, a pressure-based strategy may be far more effective. The tidal volumes should be initiated at 6–8 mL/kg of predicted body weight. The plateau airway pressure of less than 30 cm H2O should be considered. Ventilator protocol relating to hypercapnia is acceptable within clinically practical hemodynamic bounds. Permissive hypercapnia can be used if the targeted pH is above 7.25. At greater degrees of hypercapnia and acidosis, hemodynamic instability may be a limiting factor.

There are some inhaled adjunctive agents, such as inhaled heparin, N-acetylcysteine, and beta-agonist. N-acetylcysteine is a mucolytic agent, which ruptures the mucoprotein in mucus. A retrospective study showed that heparin in combination with the use of N-acetylcysteine decreased re-intubation rates and improved mortality in pediatric patients with inhalation injury. However, another retrospective study indicated that treatment with N-acetylcysteine and heparin did not improve outcomes of patients with inhalation injury. It is still unclear whether nebulized heparin or N-acetylcysteine improves outcomes of patients with inhalation injury. In ovine models of inhalation injury, the use of nebulized albuterol or epinephrine caused a decrease in airway pressure and an improvement in P/F ratio.

Escharotomy may be required for patients with circumferential full-thickness burns of the anterolateral torso. In these patients, edema builds up under eschar during the resuscitation period, gradually constricting chest excursion and causing increased peak expiratory pressure. The treatment is thoracic escharotomy in either emergency room or operating theater, which results in restoration of chest compliance.
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